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summary

Summary
In comparison to the previous 
period (December 2020) there 
has been a significant decrease 
in mentions of Kent across social 
channels, news, blogs, forums 
and the web as can be seen 
at the beginning of January 
in the graphs.

News has moved on from the big 
stories about the start of the 
lockdown and Brexit at the start of 
the year, but there are still plenty of 
mentions on these subjects 
because they’re never far from the 
public consciousness. 

There has been decrease overall in 
the proportion of negative 
mentions. Currently positive 
mentions make up 81% of the total 
and 19% are negative mentions. 
These are any mentions of Kent, 
not specifically travel related. 



overview: mentions, reach and sentiment

Based on search metrics:
Visit Kent
#visitkent
#staycation
#holiday

Summary
Positive sentiment consistently 
exceeds negative but volume of 
mentions and social media reach is 
much reduced from last month as the 
lockdown start and 31st December (in 
the case of Brexit) have passed.



overview: mentions, reach and sentiment

News

Facebook/Instagram

Twitter

Blogs

Forums

Summary
Negative sentiment is seen predominantly across news sites (Brexit and lockdown headlines) 
whereas social channels and blogs are seeing more positive sentiment. Positive and negative 
sentiment is quite even across Twitter due to people sharing news content on this channel.



profiles

Summary
News profiles are still present from last month but there are a greater 
range of profile types with The Guardian and Visit Kent the most 
prominent. Note: some profiles listed originate from outside the UK.



sites

Summary
In comparison to last month Instagram now has the most 
mentions with Twitter in second place. News sites and 
forums are also prominent. 



trending hashtags

Summary
#kent tops the list with 4,611 mentions, down from 
15,793 mentions last month. #visitkent has climbed to 
2nd place with 2,575, up from 1,369 mentions last 
month. 

Outdoor topics are prominent hashtags including 
#nature, #kentcoast, and #landscape. #Staycation is 
also prominent at 11th place. There’s also a number of 
photography related hashtags: #photography, 
#photooftheday, #landscapephotography, and 
#kentphotographer. 



presence score

Summary
Visit Kent’s presence score is 46%, a decrease from 
around 80% at the beginning of the month. This is a 
reflection of the level of news relating to Kent, Covid
and Brexit, and associated volume of mentions. 



positive sentiment
Summary
The most prominent 
positive sentiment 
originates from a variety of 
sources such as Instagram, 
news sites and Twitter. 
There are a lot of positive 
news stories about 
staycations, travelling or 
holidaying in the UK. Also 
Instagram posts by 
individuals exploring Kent 
and places people can 
visit. Adding to this are 
businesses or individuals 
talking about staycations in 
the county. Beautiful 
photography is often used.



positive sentiment



negative sentiment

Summary
The most prominent negative sentiment 
originates from news outlets and associated 
comments by individuals. Lorries aren’t 
mentioned as much as last month (though they 
are still mentioned).  Being unable to travel due 
to restrictions and the Covid situation in Kent are 
hot topics (not helped by the UK strain now often 
being called the Kent strain). 



negative sentiment


